
Welcome to AP Studio Art

Introduction

And 

Summer Assignments



About Advanced Placement Art

• This is a college level course. Depending of 
your choice of school, you may be exempted 
from a beginning level drawing course.

• You will need to work the full period daily and 
some weekends.

• You will be working from observation, 
personal photos and your imagination.



Bring your Summer Assignments 
the first day of school

• Remember to bring all 5 summer    
assignments the first day of class.

• The highest grade you may receive  on these 
assignments if you do not bring your 
assignments on the first day is a C. 

• If your work is incomplete, it’s better to bring 
it anyway. You may have an opportunity to 
revise your work for regrading.



24 Pieces of your original artwork

Breadth : 12 images

• Classroom assignments 
teacher directed:

• Drawing from 
Life/observation

• Color, Value, shading, 
perspective, texture, point 
of view

Concentration: 12 Images

• Your choice

• You will choose a theme to 
carry you through 12 
images. 

• Make it a good one. 

• Teacher directed media.



Taking the AP Art Test

• Taking the test is a requirement of the class.

• You will submit 24 images digitally and send 5 
actual pieces in to be evaluated and scored.

• The test is in May.

• After the test, you will continue to make art in 
class.



Feet in Water



Texture and color



Feet in Water/Water distortion



Color emphasis



Indoors/Outdoors



Focal point/movement



Water Distortion



Self-portrait



Working from a photo



Personal style



Color contrast impact



Color and texture



Composition



Portraits



Dramatic lighting and unusual view



Self-expression



Emotional impact



How do you want to be seen?



Light, texture and emotion



Metallic Utensils



Take a photo of your still life set-up



Draw from Observation



Make sure your shadows have a 
high contrast



Hands



Adding interesting imagery



Think about backgrounds and 
avoid text





Avoid cliché images and no 
published photos-make it original



Texture and light



Concentration 1/12

• You will need to choose a concentration 
theme.

• This is called a “sustained investigation”. 
Choose an idea that is a strength for you, that 
you have a passion for and that may carry you 
through 12 images.

• Here are a few examples. If you change your 
mind later you can use this image for breadth.



A few things to think about
• No published photos as references

• Work from your own photos, observation and 
imagination.

• Easily accessible subjects like friends and 
family, day in the life events, local 
landscapes… check out this web site for 
examples:

https://apcentral.collegeboard.org/courses/ap-
studio-art-drawing?course=ap-studio-art-
drawing



Review

• #1 Feet in water

• #2 Self-portrait

• #3 Silverware

• #4 Hands

• #5 Concentration #1

• These are due the first day of 
class.


